Abstract. Let X be a (possibly singular) complex complete algebraic variety with a C * -action. We show that the limit of the localized equivariant Hirzebruch class is equal to the Hirzebruch class of a cell of the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition.
Suppose an algebraic torus acts on a complex algebraic variety X. Then a great part of information about global invariants of X are encoded in some data localized around the fixed points. The goal of this note is to present a connection between two approaches to localization for C * -action. The homological results are related to S 1 -action, while from R * >0 -action we obtain a geometric decomposition. We study the resulting decompositions of Hirzebruch χ y -genus and their relative versions. We show that via a limit process the second decomposition is obtained from the first one. The results are also valid for singular varieties.
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Theorem 1 ( [Qu] , Theorem 4.4). Let a compact torus act on a compact topological space. Then the restriction map in equivariant cohomology
is an isomorphism after localization in the multiplicative system generated by nontrivial characters.
A variant of this approach was independently developed by AtBo2] , Baum-Bott [BaBo] , Berline-Vergne [BeVe] for manifolds. In particular there was found an inverse map of the restriction to the fixed point set. The integral of a cohomology class can be expressed as a sum of contribution concentrated on the components of the fixed point set Theorem 2 (Atiyah-Bott, Berline-Vergne). Let α ∈ H * T (X). For a component F ⊂ X T let eu T (ν F ) ∈ H * T (F ) denote the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to F . Then
.
All these papers relate the cohomological properties of the fixed point set to global invariants. The arguments are of homological nature. Only the action of the compact torus matters. If X is an algebraic variety and the action of T is the restriction of an algebraic action of a complex torus T, then X T = X T and H * T (X) ≃ H * T (X). 2. Geometric localization associated to the action of R *
>0
The second, very different approach of Bia lynicki-Birula [B-B1] is of geometric nature. The decomposition is obtained just from the action of R * >0 ⊂ C * action, the action transverse to the S 1 -orbits. Let X be a complete algebraic variety. Suppose that the torus T = C * is the one dimensional algebraic torus. Let λ · x for λ ∈ C * and x ∈ X denote the action. Let F be a connected component of the fixed point set X T . Let us define
Note that for complete algebraic varieties the limit lim z→0 z · x always exists. To define the cell X + F it is enough to consider the real flow generated by the fundamental field of the action. We have
Theorem 3 (Bia lynicki-Birula plus-decomposition, [B-B1] ). Each set of the decomposition
is a locally closed algebraic subvariety. Taking the limit x → lim λ→0 λ · x is a morphism of algebraic varieties X + F → F . If X is smooth, then X + F → F is a locally trivial bundle in the Zariski topology with fibers isomorphic to an affine space.
Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition is valid for algebraic varieties over arbitrary field. For the classes in the Grothendieck ring of varieties K(V ar/C) we have
where n + (F ) is the dimension of the affine bundle X + F → F . It is equivalent to say that for any A, an additive and multiplicative invariant of algebraic varieties, we have
In particular for Hirzebruch χ y -genus ( [Hi] , see the next section) we obtain
A decomposition of cohomology follows when one applies virtual Poincaré polynomials ( [Fu, 4.5] ). Originally that decomposition was obtained by counting points of the variety reduced to a finite base field.
Theorem 4 ([B-B2])
. If X is smooth and complete algebraic variety, then
where n + (F ) is the dimension of the affine bundle X + F → F . The decomposition of X as an object of the category of Chow motives was proved by several authors, see the discussion in [Br, §3] .
For Kähler manifolds (under the assumption that X is connected and X T = ∅) the cohomological counterpart part of the decomposition was already known by Frankel [Fr] . The decomposition of integer cohomology was proven by Carrell-Sommese [CaSo] . We note, that for arbitrary C * -actions the decomposition is false. There are analytic actions on Kähler manifolds without fixed points (e.g. C * can act on an elliptic curve). A generalization for a certain class of singular varieties was proved by Carrell-Goresky [CaGo] .
Relating homological and geometric decompositions
For the beginning let us consider the simplest case: assume that X is smooth and the fixed point set is finite. Then for p ∈ X T the associated subset X {p} is an algebraic cell isomorphic to an affine space. The dimension n + (p) can be expressed in terms of the tangent representation T p X. Let
be the decomposition into weight subspaces of the action. Then
be the Poincaré polynomial of X. When X admits a decomposition into algebraic cells then P X (after the substitution y = −t 2 ) is equal to the Hirzebruch χ y -genus [Hi] 
Each fixed point of the T-action gives rise to a generator of cohomology and contributes to χ y -genus:
On the other hand the χ y -genus can be computed by integration of the Hirzebruch class td y (X). We recall, that the Hirzebruch class of a complex manifold depends on the tangent bundle td y (X) = td y (T X) .
The class td y (−) is the multiplicative characteristic class associated to the power series
Having the equivariant version of the Hirzebruch class td T y (X) we can apply Atiyah-BottBerline-Vergne formula:
The contribution to the χ y genus corresponding to a point p ∈ X T is equal to
where t is the generator of H * T (pt) ≃ R[t] (we will consider cohomology with real coefficients). Let us treat t as a real number. Then
which is exactly the contribution to χ y (X) coming from the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition. Therefore we can loosely say:
Corollary 5. The Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition of χ y -genus is the limit of the AtiyahBott-Berline-Vergne localization formula.
Example 6. Let X = P 1 = C ∪ {∞} with the standard action of C * . Then X T = {0, ∞} and
We obtain a decomposition in K(V ar/C)
The resulting decomposition of χ y is the following:
The Atiyah-Bott or Berline-Vergne integration formula allows to decompose
Allowing t → −∞ we see that (ABBV) decomposition converges to (BB) decomposition.
The main result
We will generalize the simple calculation of the previous section to the case of possibly singular varieties and actions with arbitrary fixed point set.
Theorem 7. Let B be a smooth complete algebraic variety with a torus T = C * action, X ⊂ B a possibly singular closed invariant subvariety. Let F ⊂ B T be a component of the fixed point set. Then the limit of the localized Hirzebruch class is equal to the Hirzebruch class of X
In the formulation of Theorem 7 the Hirzebruch class td y for singular varieties appear. It was defined in [BSY] . The equivariant version for torus action was developed in [We] . The Hirzebruch class td y (A → B) (and td T y (A → B)) is constructed via resolution of A. Therefore we are led to prove slightly more general functorial version, Theorem 14, not for subvarieties, but for any map X → B. This formulation if forced by the proof. In a compact way we can state the following:
Corollary 8. Let B be a smooth and compact algebraic variety with a T = C * action. Denote by K T (V ar/B) the Grothendieck group of varieties over B equipped with a compatible torus action. Let F ⊂ B T be a component of the fixed point set. The following diagram joining Grothendieck groups with cohomology is commutative:
is well defined for α belonging to the image of td T y . For a singular variety X the genus χ y (X) is by definition equal to td
Having the Theorem 7 for granted we conclude that Atiyah-Bott-BerlineVergne decomposition of χ y -genus
converges to the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition
as t tends to −∞.
The substitution of the cohomology class t ∈ H 2 (BT) by a real number needs some justification. This is carefully explained by Propositions 9-10 and Theorem 11. In the last chapter we study the Hirzebruch class of the fixed points X G for a subgroup G ⊂ T. We show that for a smooth variety X it is possible to read the Hirzebruch classes of the cells of the plus-decomposition for X G from the localized equivariant class.
Asymptotic of the characteristic class ch T Λ y
Assume that X is a smooth T-variety. Our goal is to prove that
makes sense after the substitution t := t 0 ∈ R\{0} and to compute the limit with t 0 → −∞.
The content of the next paragraphs can be summarized as follows: by the splitting principle we assume that the normal bundle ν F decomposes into equivariant line bundles i ξ i . Let
and let w i ∈ Z be the weight of T-action on ξ i . Then
We see that the factors of the product after substitution t := t 0 ∈ R \ {0} become
and converge with t 0 → −∞ to −y or 1, depending on the sign ow w i . To be fully precise we divide the proof into several steps.
Let ξ be a complex vector bundle over a paracompact topological space F of finite dimension. Denote by Λ y (ξ) the formal combination
considered as an element of the topological K-theory extended by a variable y, i.e. an element of K(F ) [y] . The operation Λ y is of exponential type. It converts direct sums to tensor products:
. Applying Chern character to Λ y (ξ) we obtain the characteristic class
By the exponential property of Λ y we have
Let T = C * be the one dimensional algebraic torus. Let ξ be an equivariant vector bundle over a base F . We will apply the localization Theorem 2, and thus we will concentrate on the fixed point set. That's why here we will assume that the torus action on the base F is trivial. Every equivariant bundle over such base space decomposes into a direct sum of subbundles corresponding to various characters of T.
Here we assume that the action of C * on ξ w is trivial. The line bundle C w is trivial as a vector bundle but an action of z ∈ T is via multiplication by z w , for the given w ∈ Z.
The cohomology ring H * (BT) = R[t] has a distinguished generator t ∈ H 2 (BT) corresponding to the identity character. Our goal is to describe the asymptotic behavior of the equivariant characteristic class ch T Λ y which belongs to
We use the completed cohomology H * = ∞ k=0 H k , since the classifying space is of infinite dimension. We will specialize the cohomology class t treated as a formal variable to a real number t 0 . First of all we have to show that such specialization makes sense. The resulting specialization will be denoted by ch t 0 Λ y (ξ) ∈ H * (F ) [y] . For y = −1 we will need to invert the classes ch T Λ −1 (ξ) and ch t 0 Λ −1 (ξ) Proposition 10. Assume that all weights appearing in ξ are nonzero. Then the class
. Moreover, specializing t to a real number t 0 = 0 we obtain an invertible element in ch t 0 Λ −1 (ξ) ∈ H * (F ).
Next, we will let t 0 tend to −∞.
and assume that there are no eigenvectors with w = 0. Then there exist the following limits in H * (F )[y]:
In particular the limits belong to H 0 (F )[y].
6. Proofs of asymptotic properties of ch T Λ y Proof of Proposition 9. First assume, that the only one character w appears in ξ = ξ w ⊗ C w Then ξ = ξ w ⊗ C w . We have
and since the power series exp(t) converges for any argument, ch T Λ y (ξ ⊗ C w ) specializes to
The claim for an arbitrary bundle is obtained by the exponential property of ch T Λ y . ✷ Proof of Proposition 10. It is enough to show the invertibility for ξ = ξ w ⊕ C w . Since we assume that the base is paracompact, there exists a bundle η over F , such that ξ w ⊕ η is a trivial bundle of some rank N ∈ Z. Then
The power series 1 − exp(wt) = −(wt + (wt) 2 2 + . . . ) is invertible, since w = 0 and we invert t. Therefore
Specializing t := t 0 = 0 we have 1 − exp(wt) → 1 − e wt 0 = 0 ∈ R and we obtain invertibility of ch t 0 Λ −1 (ξ) ∈ H * (F ). ✷ Proof of Theorem 11. We will concentrate on the first limit. The second one is computed analogously. By exponential property of ch t 0 Λ it is enough to assume that ξ = ξ w ⊗ C w . Moreover, by the splitting principle we can assume, that dim(ξ) = 1. We note that
We will show first that
Indeed, set c 1 (ξ) = x. Then
The denominator is a real number and we obtain the limits as claimed. Substituting y = −1 we obtain the formula for the second factor of (3):
Taking the quotient of the limits (3) and (4) we prove the theorem. ✷
Asymptotic of the Hirzebruch class
Let us now assume that w = 0 does not appear among the weights. The equivariant Hirzebruch class of a vector bundle ξ can be expressed by the class ch T Λ y (ξ * ) and the Euler class eu T (ξ)
The Euler class is invertible in the equivariant cohomology localized in t (the same proof as of Proposition 10, see also [EdGr] ) and we can write the quotient class
expressed only by the class ch T Λ y (ξ * ). Let us denote the specialization to t 0 by
From the Theorem 11 we obtain
Corollary 12. Let ξ be a vector bundle without the eigenvectors of weight w = 0. The following limits in H * (F )[y] exist and
In particular the limits belong to H 0 (F ) [y] .
Note that the roles of ∞ and −∞ is changed since in the definition of td y the dual bundle ξ * appears.
The limit of the localized Hirzebruch class -smooth case
Let M be a complex manifold with an action of C * . Let F ⊂ M T be a component of the fixed point set. The normal bundle ν F decomposes into the eigen-subbundles of the torus action
The equivariant Hirzebruch class of M restricted to F is equal to the cup-product
. The contribution appearing in the Berline-Vergne or Atiyah-Bott formula corresponding to the component F with t := t 0 is equal to
By Corollary 12 we find that Theorem 13. Let M and F be as above, and let
be the dimensions of the subbundles of ν F corresponding to the positive and negative weights. Then
Relative localization for singular varieties
This section is devoted to the proof of the main result, which is Theorem 7 and its refined version, Theorem 14.
Let B be an algebraic variety with a torus T = C * action. Consider the Grothendieck group K T (V ar/B) of varieties over X with a compatible torus action. This group is generated by the classes of equivariant maps [X → B]. The generators satisfy the relation for any open T-invariant subset U ⊂ X:
Alternatively one can say that K T (V ar/B) is generated by the proper maps X → B, and whenever we have a birational map g : X → X over B which is an isomorphism on the complement of some subvariety E ⊂ X then • The first characteristic class is the limit
The limit exists for smooth and complete X by Theorem 11. Since the Hirzebruch class satisfies additivity condition the limit defines a homomorphism
. In the notation of Corollary 8 we have Φ F = lim F •td T y .
• The second class is equal to
This characteristic class is the composition
In the notation of Corollary 8 we have Ψ F = td y • β F . Our main result is the following: Theorem 14. For any map f : X → B the classes Φ F (X → B) and Ψ F (X → B) are equal:
Proof. By equivariant resolution the map X → B can be replaced in K T (V ar/B) by a formal combination of maps from smooth and complete varieties. Therefore it is enough to check the equality for a smooth variety X. Due the obvious property
and functoriality of the class td T y with respect to the push-forwards one can assume that B = X, f = Id X . The retraction r F : X + F → F is an affine bundle with the fiber isomorphic to C n + (F ) , by Theorem 3. Therefore
This can be seen already on the level of the Grothendieck ring we have
On the other hand by Theorem 13 
An example: quadratic cone
The example is based on the computations made in [MiWe] . Let X ⊂ P 4 be the projective cone over the quadric in P 3 given by the equation z 1 z 2 + z 3 z 4 = 0. Suppose the torus (C * ) 3 acts on the projective coordinates z 0 , . . . , z 4 with weights 0, s 0 + s 1 , s 0 − s 1 , s 0 + s 2 , s 0 − s 2 . The action preserves the variety X. Let F = {[1 : 0 : 0 : 0 : 0]}. The cell X + F lies in the standard affine chart C 4 = {z 0 = 0} and it is contained in the affine cone denoted by Q 4 . We apply the formula [MiWe, Formula 3] for n = 4, which allows us to express the Hirzebruch class of Q 4 in terms of the classes of the coordinate linear subspaces:
where X 4 is given by the equation z 3 z 4 = 0 and Q 2 is given by the equations z 1 z 2 = 0, z 3 = z 4 = 0. The localized Hirzebruch class is equal to
Depending on the choice of a one-parameter subgroup C * → (C * ) 3 we obtain different limits of the Hirzebruch class. For example:
• if s 0 = t, s 1 = 0, s 2 = 0 then the weights of the C * -action on C 4 are 1, 1, 1, 1. Therefore the X + F = Q 4 is the affine cone over P 1 × P 1 and in K(V ar/F ) we have [X
hence td y (X + F ) = (−1 − y)(1 − y) 2 + 1 = y + y 2 − y 3 . It is equal to the limit with t → −∞ of the localized Hirzebruch class 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t · 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t · 2 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t − 1 + y 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t − 1 · 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t − 1 .
• if s 0 = t, s 1 = 2t, s 2 = 0 then the weights of the C * -action on C 4 are 3, −1, 1, 1.
Therefore the set X + F is described by the equations z 1 z 2 + z 3 z 4 = 0, z 2 = 0. We
. It is equal to the limit with t → −∞ of the localized Hirzebruch class 1 + y e −3t 1 − e −3t · 1 + y e t 1 − e t · 2 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t − 1 + y 1 + y e −3t 1 − e −3t − 1 · 1 + y e t 1 − e t − 1 .
• if s 0 = −t, s 1 = 2t, s 2 = 0 then the weights of the C * -action on C 4 are 1, −3, −1, −1.
Therefore the set X + F is described by the equations z 1 z 2 +z 3 z 4 = 0, z 2 = z 3 = z 4 = 0. We have
, hence td y (X + F ) = −y. It is equal to the limit with t → −∞ of the localized Hirzebruch class 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t · 1 + y e 3t 1 − e 3t · 2 1 + y e t 1 − e t − 1 + y 1 + y e −t 1 − e −t − 1 · 1 + y e 3t 1 − e 3t − 1 .
Fixed points for the subgroups of S 1
In [B-B2] there were studied the fixed point sets of the subgroups of T. Let Z/k ≃ G ⊂ T be the subgroup of order k. Then the fixed point set M G is again a T-manifold, with
The dimension of the normal bundle of
where n w (F ) = dim(ν w F ). In particular for k = 1
Knowing all the numbers n w (F ) and the cohomology of the fixed point set components one can compute (by Theorem 3) the cohomology of M G for all G. We claim that the numbers n w (F ) are encoded in the localized Hirzebruch class. First let us note that from
by Theorem 13, taking the limit, one can read the first factor, hence also the second factor. The degree zero (with respect to the gradation in H * (F )) the second factor is equal to
, where θ = e t . Let us denote this expression by F (θ, y). It is an exercise in calculus to show that the numbers n w are determined by F (θ, y). We just note the following equalities:
• The function F (θ, 0) a has poles at the roots of unity. The order of the pole at the primitive root of order k is equal to w>0, k|w (n −w + n w ) , • the coefficient at θ k , k > 0 in ∂ ∂y F (θ, y) |y=−1 is equal to w>0, w|k (n −w − n w ) . Thus the numbers n −w − n w and n −w + n w can be computed inductively with respect to divisibility of w. Finally all the exponents n w may be found. 
The above combination for k = 2 would have to be sent
Therefore it seems that for singular varieties it is not possible to compute the classes of the cells (X G )
Beyond algebraic geometry
We would like to mention a decomposition of χ y -genus in the case of symplectic manifolds. We do not consider singular spaces, since for such spaces it is not clear how to extend the definition of χ y -genus. We will just discuss the formula (1).
Let X be a symplectic manifold with a Hamiltonian action of T = S 1 with a moment map (i.e. the Hamiltonian) µ. We fix a scalar product on X which agrees with the symplectic structure. This way the tangent bundle to X is equipped with a complex structure. We can assume, averaging if necessary, that the scalar product is invariant with respect to action of T . Now it makes perfect sense to apply the Hirzebruch class td y (−) to the tangent bundle T X and compute χ y (X). The equivariant version td T y (−) is available as well. Theorem 2 allows to compute χ y (X) as a sum of local contributions.
Let F be a component of X T . For x ∈ X the tangent space T x X has a complex structure and as in the case of algebraic manifolds we define the number n + (F ) as the dimension of the subrepresentation with positive weights. The number n + (F ) can be computed in another way, using the gradient flow. Consider the flow f t : X → X, t ∈ R associated to the vector field grad(µ). Let Remark 17. One can prove the formulas for Betti numbers. This was done by Frankel [Fr] (under the assumption, that X is Kähler) by treating µ as a Morse function. The critical set of µ is equal to the fixed point set X T and consists of non-degenerated critical submanifolds in the sense of Bott [Bt] . The proof of Frankel relies on the estimation on the equality dim(H even (X)) = dim(H even (X T )) , dim(H odd (X)) = dim(H odd (X T )) .
Due to [LaMD, Corollary 4 .8] the above equality holds for compact symplectic manifolds with Hamiltonian torus action. Therefore the statement of Theorem 4 holds as well. The exact analogue of the Bia lynicki-Birula decomposition is mentioned in [GuSt, Theorem 32 .5] recalling Bott's work.
Further weakenings of assumptions on X lead to the formula for Euler characteristic
which was probably the starting point for all localization theorems for torus actions.
